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Platinum Trading Television is designed to
walk you through our analysis that we
release each morning by our team of
traders via our members only Platinum
Live Trading Floor, all aspects will be
covered, all calls to action explained, our
analysis walked through step by step,
leaving you free to trade safe in the
knowledge that you have Team Platinum
in your corner each and every day.
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Your Goals

&

Ambitions

You goals and ambitions should be the same
as ours, to be successful proﬁtable traders.
Our aim is to help you achieve your goals,
whether your aim is to become a full time
trader, to earn a secondary income, to boost
your retirement fund or to achieve full
ﬁnancial freedom, we are here to help you
succeed.

Platinum Trading Television has been
constructed to bring you the most
comprehensive market guide to help you
trade like a true professional.
Platinum's elite group of traders will dissect the information posted each day on the
Platinum Trading Floor, bringing you the knowledge to be the most successful trader
you can be.
In order to bring you the highest level of understanding, Platinum Trading Television
has be designed to turn your trading desk into a fully functioning professional trade
station equipped with the most up to date trading information available in the retail
trading market.
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Patience

&

Discipline

Too often traders jump into the markets at the
wrong time; they lack a structured trading
schedule, their trading plan switches week to
week, this leads to havoc on their trading
accounts as many expect to become rich from
trading in the ﬁrst few weeks of trading.
The traits of a successful trader are
understanding the arts of Patience and
Discipline, when you have a structure you
have a plan to work to, a guide that keeps you
on track no matter what market conditions
are prevailing at the time.

Platinum Trading Television has been designed to instil these two traits into you
from day one, let us show you by having this mind set you will be very successful in
your trading.
Traders at the institutions will only take proprietary trading positions 4/6 times in a
trading week, we want to show you that by trading in the same way, you don't need to
be glued to your charts 24/5, that will only encourage you to over trade and that is not
what we want for you, our strategies will show you how the banks trade and how by
trading in the same fashion you too can have the same results.
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Platinum
Trading Strategies

Explained

Platinum Trading Television will bring you
the best trading levels for that particular
trading day. These levels will encompass all of
Platinum's trading strategies.
Trade entries, stop losses and proﬁt targets
will be explained and a detailed explanation of
each trade and strategy will be covered, if we
are recommending an intraday trade or a
longer term play, you will know which strategy
to employ, and our traders will guide you every
day leaving you free to proﬁt from our vast
trading knowledge.
Intraday, Swing, End of Day, no matter what
type of trader you are, Platinum has got you
covered.
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Practical
Implementation

TRADING ACADEMY

Topics will include:
Forex, Commodity and Indices markets:
Knowledge and understanding of various asset classes.

Fundamental News:
A solid guide to understanding how fundamentals aﬀect markets, what makes
markets move, important data releases, central bank monetary policy.

Technical Analysis:
Learn how we determine market moves before they happen using various
technical analysis techniques, understand our methodology and how to
implement them.
Trading Psychology:
Learn how to master your emotions, moving from demo to live trading, moving
from trading your own funds to trading for others.
Money Management & Risk Management:
Learn the power of leverage and how to use it correctly. Determine your risk
proﬁle; learn how to use the correct trade size and how NEVER to revenge trade.
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